GPI-anchored proteins at the node of Ranvier.
Contactin and TAG-1 are glycan phosphatidyl inositol (GPI)-anchored cell adhesion molecules that play a crucial role in the organization of axonal subdomains at the node of Ranvier of myelinating fibers. Contactin and TAG-1 mediate axo-glial selective interactions in association with Caspr-family molecules at paranodes and juxtaparanodes, respectively. How membrane proteins can be confined in these neighbouring domains along the axon has been the subject of intense investigations. This review will specifically examine the properties conferred by the lipid microenvironment to regulate trafficking and selective association of these axo-glial complexes. Increasing evidences from genetic and neuropathological models point to a role of lipid rafts in the formation or stabilization of the paranodal junctions.